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EXPANDING RESOLUTE’S PRESENCE IN THE TISSUE MARKET
In 2015, Resolute Forest Products announced its entry into the tissue market with the construction of a state-of-the-art 
tissue facility in Calhoun (Tennessee) to manufacture premium retail private-label tissue products, including bath  
and towel.

Resolute has made initial investments of over half a billion dollars into its tissue business, positioning the company as a 
key player in the market.  Specifically, Resolute has invested $400 million in capital improvements at Calhoun, including 
the construction of a tissue machine and converting operation, as well as in a continuous pulp digester.

In late 2015, Resolute acquired Atlas Paper Holdings, a manufacturer of a broad range of recycled and virgin tissue 
products for the professional and private-label retail markets. With this transaction, Resolute gained an immediate 
position in the North American retail and professional tissue markets.  

Today, Resolute Tissue has 4 paper machines and 14 converting lines located in Tennessee and Florida.

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Resolute has been in the forest products business for over 100 years.  The company’s corporate strategy relies on three 
core themes:  maximizing value generation from paper, growing in pulp and wood products, and integrating our pulp into 
value-added, premium-quality tissue.

Supplying the Florida manufacturing sites with internally produced pulp allows the company to control the production 
process – from material input to final product – ensuring precise control, and consistent quality, resulting in overall 
customer satisfaction.

The Calhoun facility is a fully integrated site with process control from wood to pulp to finished product.  

MAKING THE GRADE
Resolute’s tissue mills produce branded and private-label products for retail and professional markets, and offer both 
virgin and Green Seal™-certified 100% recycled products, covering a wide range of grades, from value to ultra-premium. 

Resolute Forest Products is a global leader in the forest products industry with a diverse range of products, including market pulp, tissue, wood products, newsprint 
and specialty papers, which are marketed in over 70 countries. The company owns or operates some 40 manufacturing facilities, as well as power generation assets, in 
the United States and Canada.  Resolute has received extensive regional, North American and global recognition for its leadership in corporate social responsibility and 
sustainable development, as well as for its business practices.

The Green Heritage line won gold in the Store Brands 2017 Best New Products competition for being 
environmentally friendly, dye and fragrance-free, septic-safe, as well as economical.

The Hialeah (Florida) mill won the Tissue World Mill Award as the most energy-aware mill. 

Resolute supports multiple internationally recognized forest management and chain of custody certifications, 
including:  Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®), Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 
(PEFC), American Tree Farm System® (ATFS) and Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®).

OUR SUSTAINABLE ROOTS
Resolute is a global sustainability champion, widely recognized for its industry-leading environmental 
practices and innovations:


